
#7415
1. Position the arm sling in front of the patient, square section on the side of the injured
arm, with the adjusting buckle facing toward the patient.
2. Place the injured arm into the square section until the end of the sling lines up with
elbow, leaving the rest of the sling to hang down.
3. Bring the remainder of the sling behind the patient, and over the shoulder opposite the
injured arm. Neck pad should be strap side up. Make sure the strap does not twist in this
process. 
4. Insert the hand of the injured arm through the round section of the sling.
5. Adjust the strap above the hand with the tooth buckle to the proper length. Length can
be further adjusted with the buckle above the square section of the sling.
Refer to photo for proper positioning.

Arm Slings
Two models available including conventional sling in washable
canvas (#7411) and padded foam (#7415) for extra comfort.
#7415 Comfort Sling (one size fits all)
#7411 Conventional Sling (S, M, L)

Laundering Instructions:
Fasten all buckles before washing. Machine wash warm. Dry
on low setting.

#7415 #7411

Posey® Arm Slings
Application Instructions:
#7411
1. Push the serrated edges of the slide buckle together and thread the strap from under-
neath through the opening. Separate the slide buckle to create an opening and pass the
strap back through the serrated edges of the buckle. (See figure 1)  
2. Place the arm into the sling and slip the strap over the patient’s
head.
3. Adjust the strap to the length needed. Tuck any excess strap back
through the buckle and pull down behind the sling.
Refer to photo for proper positioning.
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THROUGH SLIDE
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Fig. 1
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NOTE: Consult your healthcare professional regarding which arm sling is best suited
for your particular needs.

#7415
1. Position the arm sling in front of the patient, square section on the side of the injured
arm, with the adjusting buckle facing toward the patient.
2. Place the injured arm into the square section until the end of the sling lines up with
elbow, leaving the rest of the sling to hang down.
3. Bring the remainder of the sling behind the patient, and over the shoulder opposite the
injured arm. Neck pad should be strap side up. Make sure the strap does not twist in this
process. 
4. Insert the hand of the injured arm through the round section of the sling.
5. Adjust the strap above the hand with the tooth buckle to the proper length. Length can
be further adjusted with the buckle above the square section of the sling.
Refer to photo for proper positioning.

Arm Slings
Two models available including conventional sling in washable
canvas (#7411) and padded foam (#7415) for extra comfort.
#7415 Comfort Sling (one size fits all)
#7411 Conventional Sling (S, M, L)

Laundering Instructions:
Fasten all buckles before washing. Machine wash warm. Dry
on low setting.

#7415 #7411

Posey® Arm Slings
Application Instructions:
#7411
1. Push the serrated edges of the slide buckle together and thread the strap from under-
neath through the opening. Separate the slide buckle to create an opening and pass the
strap back through the serrated edges of the buckle. (See figure 1)  
2. Place the arm into the sling and slip the strap over the patient’s
head.
3. Adjust the strap to the length needed. Tuck any excess strap back
through the buckle and pull down behind the sling.
Refer to photo for proper positioning.
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NOTE: Consult your healthcare professional regarding which arm sling is best suited
for your particular needs.


